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ABSTRACT

It is important; to study the dynamical systems on 3

dimensional manifoldsr its importance is showing up in its clos*

relation with our life. Because of the complication of topological

structure of Dynamical systems on. 3-dimensional manifolds, generally

speaking, the search for 3-dynamical systems is not easier than 2-

dynamlcal systems. This paper is a summary of the partial result

of dynamical systems on 3-dimensional manifolds.
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1. SOME BASIC CONCEPTS OF DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

Let (R be a complete metric space and I = (-"," ).

Let a mapping f-M x I +[R. Satisfy the following conditions.

(ii)

(iii) have

t'r, t,

then f is called a topological dynamical systems on P or a continuous

flows on R.

if we replace R by n dimensional differential manifolds M

and replace (ii) above by the condition f4 C (r >1), then we call f a c

differential dynamical systems or a C flows on d .

Let f be a topological dynamical system on E.

Definition: For some point qfep) if there exist t * + "' (t * -*• ) so
~~—""^r n n

that as n they have

then we call q a ID -(o -) limiting point of the trajectory f(p,t)

and mark all <u -( a-) limiting point of the trajectory t(p,t)!L^ J

It is obvious that the limiting set "p'^n' o f t n e trajectory

f(p,t) is closely invariant and connective.

Definition: Let f(p,t) be a trejectory of f

i) If C (A.) = t , we call f(p,t) ia a positive-- far out
P P

(negative-far out) trajectory of f;

• and 0p
ii) If JVp (Ap) f\ f(p,t) = t ,we call f(p,t) a

• we call f(p,t) a

positive (negative) asymptotic trajectory of L';

iii) If Cp;Ap) 4 • and np(Ap }fl f (p,:j

positive (negative) P-»table trajectory of f.

The closure of all positive or negative P-stable trajectories of f

is called the centre of f, and we mark the centre of f as H.
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Definition: Let A be an invariably close set of f and there is no any

invariant close pvtre subset of A for f, then we call A a minimal set

of f.

We can show that the minimal set of f is closure of some P-stable

trajectory f(p,t) and VqtftPiI) there exists

tit.I) = fit.I)

2. THE CENTRE AND THE ORDER OF THE CENTRE SEQUENCE

Let f be a topological dynamical system on R.

Let point p£R , p be called a wondering point of f, if there is

neighborhood U of p and T > 0, so that, as t>T, we have,

The set of all wandering point on R for f is marked W, obviously,

W is invariably open set. Let a = R/W. n be called non wandering set of

f on R. It is easy to show n is invariably close set of f.

Let Q be a invariably close set of R under f. Let the

wandering set of Q for f be W and the set that its number is not

limiting point of any trajectories in 0 be W .

Note that

(Q).

We define respectively

H (*>
M * ° ~ r\ MI1?)

for a first class number a

for the second class number a
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and

for a first class number a

for the second class number a

r\
for a first class number a

for the second class number a

Consequently we obtain three transfinl-ttsequence

and there hold

M . •• - M .

A°', M'", ••-, M w ••', H'"\ ..-, tfV-

obviously, in these sequences M , JT , M are invariant and

(B)
H is close.

From Baire theorem, there are respectively a ,a , a so that

starting from a ,a and a , we have

M =3 M



We can show

(oil) (fto) (<n)
i.e. H 1 , M d ,VL respectively is centre M of f.

We call a the first order of teh centre M for f, denote by

B i.e. B = a .
A A 1

We call a the second order of the centre M for f denote by

V ̂  V v
We define the third class order of the centre M for f

NT M

It is easy to show

(see 5) - 12) )

Let M be 2-dimensional compact manifolds and topological

dynamical systems f be defined on M , For the order of centre sequence

8) 15)
of f . A.P. Mauep , Schwartz Thomas get the following theorem

Theorem 1 For any topological dynamical systems f on M , inequalities

hold.

But, for any topological dynamical systems f on 3-dimensional

3 3
manifolds M , particularly on R (3-dimensional Euclidean space) we

propose the following theorem

14)
Theorem 2 Let a , fl and v be any given finit or transfinit

numbers with o >I3 ̂ 7 * 2 . Then we can construct the system of ordinary

differential equations

Tt , X,

on R , where X satisfy the Lipschitz condition and this system just has
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P A = * ,
From this theorem, it is easily shown that the above theorem is

hold for any topological dynamical systems on M .

We got this theorem in 1963. It is the author's graduation thesis

16)
published in 1980. D.A. Neumann got also a similar result in 1978, In

these two papers the methods used to construct systems are different.

From the above result, we can see that topological construction of

3-dynamical systems is more complicated than 2-dynamical systems.

3. THE EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS

As one knows, in dynamical systems on the plane, determination of the

existence on periodic solutions is mainly based on the Poincare-Bendixson

theorem.

This theorem can extend to dynamical systems on general 2-manifolds.

24) 2
Theorem 3 Let M be a compact 2-manifolds and c' dynamical systems

2 2 2
M be defined on H . Let the region D of M have M M ) boundaries

that consist of «. mutually non-intersection simple curves and suppose

2 2
its direction of M on every boundary is agrreable. M having no

x t

singularity in D. Then there are close trajectories about every boundary

of D.

For 3-c1 dynamical systems K is there similar PoincarS-Bendixon

theorem? Seifert has presented a famous conjecture as follows

Conjecture "It is unknown if every continuous vector field of the three

dimensional sphere S contains a closed integral curve".

The positive assertion of this statement has subsequently become

known is the Seifert conjecture, a term which was popularized by F.W.Wilson

Jr. 1 8 > Hsin Chu and C.C. Pugh .

The statement of the Seifert conjecture with C v ctor field

replacing continuous vector fields will be called the C Seifert conjecture.
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In 1974 an Important counter example to the C Seifert conjecture

22)
was constructed by P, Schweitzer

P. Schweitzer constructed C flow In a solid torus that every
2

trajectories through 2-torus T is attracted to a singular minimal set on

T , the singular minimal set being due to A. Denjoy.

*) r

From A .J. Schwartz' theorem there do not any C (r^ll vector

fields on 2-manifolds such that they have singular minimal set. As a result

to solve the c (r> 1) Seifert conjecture , one needs to find an other

method so as to distinguish it from Schweitzer method.

Recently J. Harrison declared that the C Seifert conjecture

has been solved. But for rJJ3, the c Seifert conjecture is still open.

4. THE MINIMAL SET

The topological construction of the minimal set of 2-dynamical

system Is not clear enough. And in this way the topological construction

of the minimal set of 3-dynamical systems is more ambiguous. To show this

we attempt to discuss the well-known Gottschalk1s conjecture. It was

28)
presented by Gottschalk in 1968

Conjecture (Gottschalk) The 3-sphere is not minimal under any continuous

flows.

The conjecture Is obviously false for the 1-sphere and true for

29)
2-spheres and even dimensional spheres

We have study this conjecture and answered it by a positive solution.

First, we discuss the conjecture for dynamical systems on R and

get

Theorem 4 The R is not minimal under any continuous flows.

Next, we discuss the conjecture for dynamical systems on S and

give the following

Theorem The 3-sphere S is not minimal under any continuous flows.

To prove these theorems the main method is to find their global

3 3
cross section of H , S under f; respectively. We show the existence of

3 3
their global cross section on R or S . From this it is easily derived

a contradiction with our presumption that R or S is minimal set under f.

5. ASYMPTOTIC TRAJECTORY SYSTEMS

Asymptotic trajectory system f on a complete metric space R is

the dynamical system f on R that all trajectories are asymptotic.

V.V.Nemytskii posed a question that whether there are asymptotic

32)
trajectory systems on complete metric space. Z.F. Zheng has constructed

the asymptotic trajectory system in Genytob systems. This is the earliest

answer to the Wemytskii's problem. We have also construct the asymptotic

3 14)
trajectories system on partial complete subspace in Ft . Then

J.H. Mai gave the asymptotic trajectory system on infinit dimensional

Herbert spaces.

From the Schwartz-Thomas theorem 15)
in §2, it Is easy to

show that there are no any asymptotic trajectory systems on 2 compact

complete manifolds. But for the whole R , are there an asymptotic

trajectory system? For this we shall give the following negative answer,

34) 3

Theorem 6 There are not any asymptotic trajectory systems on R .

To prove this theorem, using the method of canonical regions , we

gave the concept of trajectory bunch, analyse its topological construction

and further study its limiting property of the trajectory bunch. At last

we claim the correctness of this theorem.

6. STRUCTURALLY STABLETY

We denote a compact n-dimensional Reiraann smooth manifold (n ̂ 2)

by M , and we define a C vector field X, from this we get C dynamical

systems f on M . let X = X(H ) denote the set of all C vector fields



on M". In X we can define C -module and C-module, and so X Is a

0

linear space with modules C and C .

Definition Let Z , Z be two C vector fields on M , M respectively.

Z and Z Is topologically equivalent, if and only if there is a

homeomorphism h: M ->M , so that h maps every trajectory of Z on B

onto one of Z on M under preservation of their direction of every

trajectory mark Z -v Z .
4) n

Definition let Z be c' vector field on M , Z be C structurally

stable if and only if there are C neighborhood U of Z in X(M ), so that

y Y 4 'J We have Y ~ Z.

In this area, the mainly problem is to look for characterizations of

structurally stability on C' dynamical systems. To study this problem is

the chief contents in Differential Dynamical Systems Theory.
For C dynamical systems on 2-manifolds, they have been solved

early by Peixoto
For C dynamical systems on n( 3) -manifolds they are problem of

most difficulty.

37)-43) 36)
Up to now, the main resolt is due to Liao S.T. , Smale

*1) 46) 47) °2) *3) 45)
Smale and Palis Robbin :tobinson, Pugh-Shub Mare Pugh etc.

There exists the following famous conjecture (posed by Smale

primarily for discrete dynamical systems generated by diffeomorphism on M )

of structurally stable on C dynamical systems on 14 .

Conjecture A necessary and sufficient condition for S 6 X(M ) (Diff(M )}

to be structurally stable is that S satisfies Axiom A and the strong

tranaversalbity condition.

This famous conjecture is open for many year... Ro"bbin-Robinson solved

46)-47)
its sufficient part . For the necessary part oi -.) j conjecture,

as far as we know the best work is achieved by Liao S.T. For n=2, 3 he

has solved this conjecture for its diffeomorphism 's form and for n=3,lt

he has solved this conjecture on its flow's form under the condition that

s is not singularity.
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These results are as following

Theorem 7 (Liao S.T.) Let f t Diff'(M ); then a necessary and sufficient

condition for f to be structurally stable is that f satisfies Axiom A

and the strong transversality condition

Theorem 8 {Liao S.T.) Let f £ Diff(M ); then a necessary and sufficient

condition for f to be structurally stable is that f satisfies Axiom A

and the strong transversal!ty condition.

Theorem 9 {Liao S.T.) if S 6 X(M ) has no singularities, then a

necessary and sufficient condition for S to be structurally stable is tha t

S satisfies Axiom A and the strong transversality condition.

7. TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION

In § 6 we gave the definition of topological equivalent for two vector

fields Z 6-X(B") and

in X(M

. with this definition, we can classify

under the above rsentioned sense of topological equivalence. Here

is the problem now to describe their characterizations of any topological

classification in x(M ),

48) 49) 50),51)

In case n=2 L. Markus H.M.Peixoto D,A. Neumann and

the author study this problem successively.

Theorem 10 Let M , M be two continuous flows with isolated critical

point on 2-manifolds M . Then M and H are topologically equivalent

if and only if they are decomposable into generalized canonical regions by

the same fashion i.e;, they have the same number and type of generalized

canonical regions and the over-lapping boundaries of the generalized canonical
regions on M and the corrsponding ones on M are of the same type.

t t

In case n=3, the result on this problem is not many, as we can see.

Recently author gave the following theorem

Theorem 11 Let two continuous flows H , M be defined on 3-manifolds

M and have only isolated critical point and their separatries be denoted by

, S respectively. If there are homeomorphism h : S —
(2)
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(2)
that we may take every separatrix onto one of S under direction of

trajectory preservation and If the canonical regions of every separatrix

V in S and the corresponding canonical regions at the separatrix

h(V ) = V are the same then M , M are topologioal equivalent.
1 2 t t

In comparison of the above theorem on M with the above theorem

on M , the condition described tc-pological equivalence is not so clear as

the above theorem on M . For example in the latter theorem we did not

give the conditions to describe topological equivalence on set of all their

separatrixes. Because of the complexition of 3 dynamical systems.

We think, it is not easy to give these conditions.
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